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WebSphere Data Interchange abstract 
message model

This presentation will describe the WebSphere Data Interchange abstract message model.
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Agenda

�What is the abstract message model

� Why use abstract message model 

� Abstract message model structure

� How does the abstract message model get 

created

The presentation will describe the WebSphere Data Interchange abstract message model used 
with the data transformation message flow. 
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What is the abstract message model

� The abstract message model.   

� All elements have a name.  

� Elements may be compound or simple. 

� The model of a message presented to a message processing node is 
that of a parse tree of syntax elements.  

� A name element has associated with it a string, which is the name of 
the element.

� A value element has a value associate with it.  Data types are 

character, real, integer, decimal, and byte array.

� A name-value element is an optimization of the case where a name  

element contains only a value element and nothing else.  

– The element contains both a name and a value.

The Abstract Message Model (AMM)  basically represents messages as a tree of elements. All 
elements have a name.  Elements may be compound or simple.  If an element has child element 
it is a compound element.  If an element has no child elements, then it is a simple element and 
will have a type and a value.

The model of a message presented to a message processing node is that of a parse tree of 
syntax elements, each of which can be name elements, value elements, or name-value 
elements.  Elements that contain a value will have a data type association for the type of data.  
The data types are character, real, integer, decimal, and byte array. WDI automatically converts 
value to these formats.  For example, if the source value is data type Real the AMM data type 
would be decimal and if the source value id data type Binary the AMM data type would be byte 
array.
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What is the abstract message model

� The root element is the unique element in the tree that has no parent.

� The root element is always a name element.  

� Elements with the same parent element are siblings.  

� Sibling elements have a definite order.

� Iterating over the set of children of an element will always present the 

elements in the same order.

The root element is unique and has no parent.  Elements with the same parent are siblings. 
Sibling elements have a definite order, and iterating over the set of children of an element will always present the elements in the 
same order.  

With EDI and data format source documents the AMM will be in the parsed order of the records, segments, and loops or the 

order of the data that was received.  XML source documents will be in the order defined in the DTD or Schema.  For example, if 
you have a DTD element definition <!ELEMENT Header (PONum, PODate, Sender, Receiver)>, 
the PONum, PODate, Sender, and Receiver elements would be children of the Header element.

With target documents the AMM will be constructed in the mapping order or the results of mapping execution.  The target 
document definition or metadata used in the data transformation map is used to control the order.
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Why abstract message model

� To support any-to-any translation.  

� Send and receive translation is EDI based. 

� The data transformation process is component based.

�input messaging, input formatter (parser), translator, output formatter 

(generator), and output messaging as the components.  

� Allows plug in capabilities with other IBM products like WebSphere MQ.

WebSphere Data Interchange needed to re-design the translation process.  Send and Receive 
Translation is EDI based which makes supporting new technologies and data syntax impossible.  
For example XML.   The Data Transformation process is component based, with Input 
Messaging, Input Formatter (Parser), Translator, Output Formatter (Generator), and Output 
Messaging as the components.
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Why abstract message model

� The abstract message interface code, with functions to allow navigation 

from the current element to its:

� Parent

� First child

� Last child

� Previous (or left) sibling

� Next (or right) sibling

The WebSphere Data Interchange Abstract Message interface code supports provides functions 
that enable a message processing node implementation to traverse the tree representation of 
the message.  This allows for the manipulation of the elements with functions to create 
elements, to set or query their values, to insert new elements into the tree and to remove 
elements from the tree.
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Abstract message structure

� The first generation of syntax elements of a typical message received by 

WebSphere MQ

Root

Properties MQMD MQRFH2 Body

Message

The first generation of syntax elements of a typical message received by WebSphere MQ.
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Root

Properties

USR MCD Input Output

DB Plan

SYNTAX

Dictionary

Document

Application Defaults (APPDEFS)

PERFORM Keyword values

Trading Partner Rule info

Map Names

Source Document Properties

Trading Partner Rules Info

Target Document Properties

Abstract message structure

� Properties element

Body

The WebSphere Data Interchange Abstract Message is within the Properties element.  
Database information is located in the USR element.  The MCD element contains the syntax, 
dictionary, and document.  The Input element contains initialization information, trading partner 
information, the data transformation map name, and source document properties. The Output 
element is similar to the Input element and contains target document properties and enveloping 
options.
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Abstract message structure

� Properties element

ROOT (N)

...Properties (N)

......USR (N)

.........DBSYSTEM (NV) = (char) ''

.........DBPLAN (NV) = (char) 'ediec32e'

.........DBOPEN (NV) = (char) 'Y'

......mcd (N)

.........msd (NV) = (char) 'DataInterchange'

.........Set (NV) = (char) ‘XMLDICTIONARY'

.........Type (NV) = (char) ‘XMLDOCUMENT'

.........Fmt (NV) = (char) 'xml'

The properties element in the WebSphere Data Interchange Abstract Message format.  This 
element contains information for processing for example the database plan and the metadata 
definition and type for the source data.
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Abstract message structure

� Properties element

......input (N)

.........CTRLYY (NV) = (char) '10'

.........APPLID (NV) = (char) 'EDIFFS'

.........TSACTIVE (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........TSIMAGE (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........TSFAIMAGE (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........SAPACTIVE (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........CDACTIVE (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........LASTMSG (NV) = (char) 'Y'

.........MSGSPLITCNT (NV) = (char) '0'

.........INPUTMSGCNT (NV) = (char) '1'

.........IGNOREINFO (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........IGNOREWARN (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........SERVSEGVAL (NV) = (char) '0'

.........TSPURGINT (NV) = (char) '30'

The input element in the WebSphere Data Interchange Abstract Message format.  This element 
contains the source document properties and flags used for the translation process.
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Abstract message structure

� Properties element

......output (N)

.........ACKREQ (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........ALPHANUM (NV) = (char) 'ALPHANUM'

.........CHARSET (NV) = (char) '        '

.........CTLNUMFLAG (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........ENVPROFNAME (NV) = (char) 'CB3     '

.........ENVTYPE (NV) = (char) 'X'

.........ERRLEVEL (NV) = (char) '2'

.........FILENAME (NV) = (char) '                               '

.........FILETYPE (NV) = (char) '  '

.........GRPAPPRCVRID (NV) = (char) '                           '

.........GRPAPPSNDRID (NV) = (char) '                           '

.........GRPLVLFA (NV) = (char) 'N'

.........GRPPSWD (NV) = (char) '              '

.........ICHGUSGIND (NV) = (char) 'P'

.........VALERRLEVEL (NV) = (char) '2'

.........VALLEVEL (NV) = (char) '2'

.........VALMAP (NV) = (char) '                '

The output element in the WebSphere Data Interchange Abstract Message format. This element 
contains the target document properties and flags used for the translation process.
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Root

Properties MQMD MQRFH2 Body

Parsed Source Message

Target Message

Abstract message structure

� The source and target message 

Message

The parsed source abstract message is located in the Body element.  After translation the target 
abstract message is located in the Body element.
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Abstract message structure
...body (N)

......XMLDOCUMENT (N)

.........GeneralMessageHeader (N)

............ReceiverTPID (N)

...............No name (V) = (char) 'CB3'

............Envelope (N)

...............Type (N)

..................No name (V) = (char) 'ADF'

...............ReceiverID (N)

..................Type (N)

.....................No name (V) = (char) 'N/A'

..................Value (N)

.....................No name (V) = (char) 'CB3DEU'

...............Date (N)

..................No name (V) = (char) '20031006'

...............Time (N)

..................No name (V) = (char) '170352'

............Envelope (N)

...............Type (N)

..................No name (V) = (char) 'Audit'

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

- <XMLDOCUMENT>

- <GeneralMessageHeader>

<ReceiverTPID>CB3</ReceiverTPID> 

- <Envelope>

<Type>ADF</Type> 

- <ReceiverID>

<Type>N/A</Type> 

<Value>CB3DEU</Value> 

</ReceiverID>

<Date>20031006</Date> 

<Time>170352</Time> 

</Envelope>

- <Envelope>

<Type>Audit</Type> 

<Date>20031006</Date> 

<Time>170352</Time> 

This is a sample XML document on the right with the WebSphere Data Interchange Abstract 
Message on the left.
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How does the abstract message get created

� The SYNTAX() PERFORM keyword tells the translation process the input 

message syntax

� The data transformation utility calls the logical message adapter for the 

syntax specified.   

� The logical message adapter reads the data and parses out 1 logical 

message for the data transformation utility.   

� The data transformation utility, passes the logical message to the 

WebSphere Data Interchange message broker.

The SYNTAX() PERFORM keyword tells the translation process the input message syntax.   
The Data Transformation (DT) Utility calls the Logical Message Adapter (LMA) for the Syntax 
specified.   The Logical Message Adapter reads the data and parses out 1 logical message for 
the Data Transformation Utility.   The Data Transformation Utility, passes the logical message to 
the WebSphere Data Interchange Message Broker (MB).   
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How does the abstract message get created

� The message broker begins construction on the abstract message

�Sets the properties in the “input folder” under the properties folder, 

�Parses WebSphere MQ MQRFH2, MQMD headers 

�Creates the message flow for the translation (de-enveloper, validation, 

transformation)

�Creates the body node and assigns a based on syntax

� When the de-enveloper request the message (body node), the parsing 
begins 

The Message Broker begins construction on the Abstract Message. When a De-envelope 
request is made to get the body element, the parsing begins.  
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How does the abstract message get created

� The parser parses the logical message into the abstract form

� EDI parser uses standard control string  

� A logical message is an interchange but this parser will parse out 1 
transaction at a time

� Data format parser uses the data format control string

� XML parser uses the IBM XML tool kit to parse the XML input  

� The XML tool kit does the actual parsing and passes the information 
to the XML parser

� The XML parser places the information into the AMM format 

The Parser parses the logical message into the Abstract Message using the source metadata 
definition.
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How does the abstract message get created

� The de-enveloper, passes the abstract message to the rules node and  

the map is identified 

� After the rule is found, the translation is executed

� The translation takes the source abstract message and creates a target 

abstract message with mapping execution.  It sets the target syntax

� After translation an enveloper node adds the envelope nodes to the 

abstract message 

�and sends the message back to the WebSphere Data Interchange 
message broker

The De-enveloper, passes the Abstract Message to the Rules lookup and the map 

is identified.   After the Data Transformation Rule is found, the translation is 
executed.   The translation takes the source Abstract Message and creates a 
target Abstract Message with mapping execution.  It also sets the target Syntax.  

After translation an enveloper node adds the envelope elements to the Abstract 
Message and sends the message back to the WebSphere Data Interchange 
Message Broker (MB).  
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How does the abstract message get created

� The message broker assigns a target serialization function based on the 

target syntax and the target abstract message

� EDIWriteBuf

� ADFWriteBuf

� EDIEXWRT for XML

� The resulting buffer is passed back to the message broker and the 

message broker writes the data to output

The WDI Message Broker assigns a Target Serialization function based on the 

target Syntax and the target Abstract Message. The Abstract Message is 
serialized to a buffer.  The resulting buffer is passed back to the Message Broker 
and the Message Broker writes the data to output.
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